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“I have been deeply
impressed with Lucy’s poise
and professionalism over
these past few months
working on FRACTURED. She
is always spot on; she has a
real, innate talent as an
actress, especially at her
age. She has a very exciting
career ahead of her.”
– FRACTURED Film Director,
Brad Anderson
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PROFESSIONAL BIO
Lucy Capri is best known for playing Sam Worthington's
daughter, "Peri Monroe" in the Netflix film FRACTURED and
co-starring opposite Catherine Zeta-Jones as "Grace," in
the Facebook Watch series QUEEN AMERICA. Lucy
began performing professionally at the age of two, after
a family friend introduced her family to a talent agent,
who also quickly recognized her desire to perform,
natural instincts and joyful personality. Lucy has since
been blessed to work with a number of the industry's most
prominent directors, including Academy Award winning
actors, in a variety of diverse and challenging roles.
Some of her most prominent roles include: “Peri Monroe”
in FRACTURED, “Young Lori Vance” in the Ron Howard /
Netflix film HILLBILLY ELEGY, “Grace” in the series QUEEN
AMERICA, and "Janita Cooper" in the Disney Plus /
National Geographic scripted-series THE RIGHT STUFF, coproduced by Leonardo DiCaprio. Lucy has also shared
the stage with Broadway veterans in the 1st National
Broadway Tour of the Tony-Nominated Musical
"Waitress," as "Lulu" (select engagements). In addition to
on-camera and stage work, she is also a professional
young voiceover artist with multiple animation,
commercial and promo credits to her name.

“Lucy truly did such a
wonderful job on the first
season of our show - we
are so, so, so proud of
her! … Seeing our little
actress Lucy do such a
great job against the
legendary Catherine
Zeta-Jones was a very
special moment for me.
Lucy far exceeded my
expectations - she was
sooo great!!!"
- QUEEN AMERICA
Creator | Writer |
Producer, Meaghan
Oppenheimer
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PERSONAL BIO
Bubbly little Lucy Capri may be small and
petite, but her joyful personality is bigger than
life. Nicknamed "Lulu," Lucy loves to perform,
as well as play with her "babies," kick goals
with her soccer team, swim like a mermaid,
rock out on her guitar or ukulele, and be a
little chef in the kitchen with her mom, sister
and great grandma. She also loves to travel
and has filmed in various locations across the
United States, as well as in Canada and
Europe. At any moment, you might find this
little homeschooler breaking out in song
about whatever is going on (just like her
Daddy).

ON THE WEB
MAIN WEBSITE
www.LucyCapri.com
IMDB + PRESS ARTICLES
www.IMDb.me/LucyCapri
INSTAGRAM / FACEBOOK / TWITTER
@TheLucyCapri
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"Lucy just 'gets it'. There are
unique times when
expressiveness and
professionalism come
combined in the same
person . . . but when
someone Lucy's age has
these qualities, it's all
the more rare.”
- Voiceover Director,
Andrew Mason

GIVING BACK
Lucy's positive attitude goes hand-in-hand with a maturity that extends beyond her young
years.

Giving back is also important to Lucy and her family, and together they regularly

volunteer with various special needs organizations, food pantries and animal shelters. Lucy has
also leant her time and voice to various educational organizations that encourage struggling
learners and Christian ministry outreach programs.

ENDORSEMENTS

